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The Forum 2015 highlighted key aspects of the follow-
ing thematic discussion areas: 
• What steps are policy makers taking to increase trade in Uganda?

• What makes Uganda so attractive to investors?

• What are the new sectors for investment with high ROI?

• An overview on tax regime, Tax Exemption and incentives

• Opportunities and  nancing options in Uganda’s Power Sector

• Intra-Africa trade: The key to unlocking Africa’s trade potential

• The role of Ugandan women in sustainable economic development

• Bilateral trade arrangements between UK and Uganda

• Increasing UK’s exports and attracting UK investment into Uganda

• Agribusiness in Uganda; food security and value addition 

• Youth Entrepreneurship: Uganda’s key to prosperity for all

• Health care investments in Uganda
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The 5th Uganda Convention was the biggest since we began 5 years ago. As always we were 
grateful for a distinguished guest list which this year included the Nnabagereka of Buganda, 
Her Royal Highness Sylvia Nagginda. Other honoured guests included Lord Mohammed Sheikh, 

who has been a valued support of the convention for some years now.  Dr. Louis Kasekende, Deputy 
Governor (BOU),  H.E. Professor Joyce Kikafunda (UK), H.E. Nimisha Madhvani (France), Doris Akol, 
CG-URA, H.E. Ambassador Mirjam Blaak Sow (Brussels),  H.E. James WL Kinobe, (DRC),  Hon Cecilia 
Ogwal (the Opposition Chief Whip), Jaffer Kapasi OBE, Uganda-Honorary Counsel for Leicester and 
East Midland, Hon. Wafula Oguttu (Leader of Opposition in Parliament) and Dr. Josephine Ojiambo 
(Deputy Secretary - General Commonwealth) and many others.

In his welcome address, founding chair of the convention Willy 
Mutenza, reiterated that the aims of the convention to encourage 
the Diaspora to make a contribution to the development of Uganda, 
but, also to bring together individual wealth creators, as well as 
those who aspire to be wealth creators. 

He noted that the success of these individuals can also make a 
difference in the lives of others, as their activities lead to increased 
economic activity, which among other bene  ts, leads to job 
creation. 

He welcomed the fact that in the last four years, the convention has 
grown to include other African countries. This year the convention 
was delighted to have the chairman of one of Nigeria’s leading 
energy companies, His Excellency Chris Baywood Ibe.

Remarks by H.E. Professor Joyce Kikafunda 
Uganda High Commissioner to UK

In a very well received speech, the Uganda High 
Commissioner to the court of St James, Her 
Excellency Professor Joyce Kikafunda called on all 
Ugandans in the Diaspora to join their compatriots 
in Uganda, and development partners, and work 
together to achieve the country’s vision 2040.  
Uganda she said was poised to end dependence 
on aid, and develop to work with all development 
partners in an equal partnership. 

She highlighted the investments opportunities in 
Uganda, in almost all sectors, including the energy 
sector, oil and gas, agriculture, mining, tourism, 
and infrastructure projects. 

She welcomed the agro manufacturing company 
Alvan Blanch, that Willy Mutenza introduced to her, 
which will be investing in Uganda, as of January 
2016.

A SUMMARY OF THE FORUM PROCEEDINGS
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In her presentation, the Nnabagereka of 
Buganda, Her Royal Highness Sylvia Nagginda, 
stressed the need to ensure that economic growth 
reached to ordinary people, especially women. 
She pointed that for growth to be meaningful 
and sustainable, it had to be felt throughout 
the all the strata of society. She drew attention 
to the fact that women are disproportionately 
represented in the poorest sections of society.

If the growth statistics fail to re  ect the reality 
of ordinary people – by not demonstrating how 
this growth translates into prosperity in their 
daily lives, then this is especially the case for 
women.  

Growth statistics mask the fact that women, 
living in a predominantly patriarchal society, 
are disproportionately represented amongst the 
ranks of the poor.  The statistics do not show that 
according to a recent survey, as many as 40% 
of all the women in Uganda are unpaid family 
workers, mainly in agriculture. It is also worth 
noting that conventional growth statistics do 
not adequately re  ect the inequality of income 
between men and women, for those women 
who  nd employment. They do not re  ect the 
glass ceiling that women hit in their careers, 
especially because they have to take time out to 
have and raise children.

The Queen further said that these statistics also 
do not take into account the lost economic output 
of the thousands of women who die in childbirth 
every year or the millions of women who are 
rendered less economically productive because 
they are looking after children who suffer from 
preventable diseases.  Also citing that, growth 
statistics conceal the fact that the land tenure 
system unjustly favors men over women.

She pointed out that looking at the plight of 
women in present day Uganda, it is easy to 
throw one’s hands in the air and say that the 
situation is hopeless.  But that is not how the 
women of Buganda or Uganda see it.  Despite 
the challenges, women are the beating heart 
of agricultural and other economic production. 
“We are strong and resilient, beating the odds to 
contribute signi  cantly to Uganda’s sustainable 
development”.

Going forward, the Queen noted, it is mandatory 
on the Government and private investors to 
reward the resilience of Uganda’s women by 
putting women at the centre of policy and 
investment decision making. “By this, I mean 
more than quantitative window dressing. What 
we need is a real qualitative assessment of 
gender sensitivity and gender impacts of all 
investments in our country”. 

Keynote speech by  Her Royal Highness Sylvia Nagginda 

(the Nnabagereka) Queen of Buganda Kingdom
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The Queen said that “we must commit genuine 
efforts to make growth translate into equitable 
and sustainable prosperity for women. The 
results will be swift if the  rst thing that is 
addressed is inequality in pay. Women are 
already working so hard for little or no pay, just 
imagine how much harder they can work when 
they are getting equitably paid”. 

“Legitimate and ancient cultural institutions, 
such as the Kingdom of Buganda, have a role to 
play in promoting women to achieve sustainable 
development in Uganda.  She stressed that 
Kingdoms such as Buganda have vast untapped 
social and economic in  uence.  By enhancing the 
visibility of women, not just in leadership roles, 
but also in the tasks of economic production, 
cultural institutions can bring about the change 
that unleashes the presently constrained half 
of the population to production, wealth and 
prosperity”.

“Constructive partnerships between cultural 
institutions, on the one hand, and Government 
and/or private investors can help lower and 
eventually overcome the barriers that hold 
women back in the work place and elsewhere”. 

She  nally said that “together, we can work 
on the barriers to more meaningful economic 
participation by women – by improving access to 
maternal healthcare; reducing infant and child 
illness and mortality through better access to 
vaccines and primary healthcare; encouraging 
parents to send their girl children to school and to 
leave them there; and positively addressing and 
redressing the historical disadvantages faced by 
women in all aspects of economic production by 

inculcating a new culture of inclusiveness and 
equality.  Government can also partner with 
legitimate cultural institutions to work towards 
achieving land tenure reform so as to ensure 
that women have security of tenure in the land 
that they occupy in their own rights and not 
simply as the daughters, wives or mothers of 
a man; the right to buy, inherit and bequeath 
registered titled land; and the right to equitably 
share in matrimonial property on the death of a 
spouse or upon divorce”.

She stressed that women play a big but largely 
under-recognized and unrewarded role in 
Uganda’s development. It is time that their 
efforts were recognized and duly rewarded.  

She talked of her dedication to making a 
difference in the lives of the people of Uganda 
especially children, women, youth and vulnerable 
groups through the Nnabagereka Development 
Foundation. The Nnabagereka Foundation, 
which has positioned itself as a pacesetter in 
leveraging the cultural voice for national and 
regional development, aspires to be a leading 
cultural foundation that uses culture as a 
development tool in contemporary society. 

“We believe that the most successful 
development programs will be those that not only 
understand the distinctions that exist among 
different cultures, but those that integrate the 
positive elements within cultural institutions and 
work with cultural leaders as equal partners; 
recognize positive cultural contexts and culture 
as a key framework that de  nes our choices, 
opportunities and abilities.
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Remarks by Lord Mohammed Sheikh 
Life member of the House of Lords 

Lord Mohammed Sheikh, a member of the UK 
Parliament in the House of Lords who was born 
in Kenya and grew up in Uganda, in Mbale, 
added to the High Commissioner’s remarks 
and called to the large Ugandan Diaspora in 
Europe to take the many business 
opportunities in their land of origin, and stay 
connected to its development. He talked about 
the need to  ght endemic corruption in the 
country, and congratulated the government on 
its commitment to  ght it.

Remarks by Dr Louis A. Kasekende, 
Deputy Governor at the Bank of Uganda

In his remarks, the deputy governor of 
Uganda’s central bank, Dr Louis Kasekende 
noted that while many challenges remain in the 
 nancial sector, the opportunities were greater, 
and indeed even the challenges presented 
opportunities for those wishing to meet the 
challenges. He outlined the size of the Ugandan 
economy, which had grown from $18.8bn in 
2010 to $25bn today. He commended the 
signi  cant contribution made by the Diaspora, 
which according to  gures from the African 
Development Bank (AfDB) had contributed 
upwards of $1bn in remittances in 2014/2015.  

He outlined the signi  cant transformation that 
has taken place in Uganda’s  nancial sector. 
A transformation that now supports twenty 

 ve banks well capitalized, able to  nance 
substantial projects, a fully liberalized market 
and an in  ation rate below 5%. He assured 
anyone wishing to invest in Uganda that there 
were absolutely no barriers within the  nancial 
sector for doing so. The bank of Uganda’s 
commitment to the maintenance of price 
stability and sound  nancial systems remains 
unequivocal.

Remarks by Dr Josephine Ojiambo, 
Commonwealth Deputy Secretary-General

In her remarks, Dr. Josephine she said that 
it is heartening to note that the Convention 
committee have chosen the theme of “Turning 
Growth into Prosperity”, and have been able to 
assemble a most impressive set of Speakers 
who will ably address various aspects of how to 
promote trade and investment in Uganda and 
how growth can be turned into prosperity.  

She outlined that the Commonwealth has been 
a strong partner of Uganda for many years, and 
Ugandans have played prominent roles in the 
Secretariat and in its governance.  President 
Yoweri Museveni served as Chairperson-in-
Of  ce from 2007 until 2009, and that Uganda 
hosted CHOGM in 2007.  Mrs Florence Mugasha 
served as Deputy-Secretary-General (Political) 
from 2002-2008.  The Late Professor Yusufu 
Lule, former President of Uganda, served as 
Assistant Secretary-General in the early 1970s.

She said that there is a direct correlation 
between the growth and prosperity and the 
advancement of political values in any region 
and in the wider Commonwealth family of states 
and peoples.  It has been said that democracy 
and development are two sides of the same 
coin.  That is why Commonwealth has been 
active in supporting democratic processes and 
institutions. 

She revealed that some areas of support 
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provided by the Commonwealth Secretariat 
to Uganda include support to Ministry of Trade 
develop a Strategic Action Plan to Implement 
Electronic Single Window Intervention focused 
on addressing issues in support of establishing 
appropriate mechanisms to enable Uganda 
to participate effectively in the global trading 
system. Another area of support provided was 
on the development of Uganda’s National Export 
Strategy.

Remarks by Ms Doris Akol, Commissioner 
General, Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) 

In her presentation she highlighted the 
relationship between taxation and investment 
promotion which is  to streamlined tax policy and 
administration system to facilitate investment 
promotion through a number of ways that 
range from; simpli  ed processes relating to 
registration and payment of taxes,  exibility in 
tax laws and regulations and general availability 
of tax information to improve the investment 
climate. All these act as catalysts for boosting 
domestic and foreign direct investment.

On top of Tax incentives, Uganda offers 
incentives in four priority sectors: information 
and communication technology, tourism, value 
added agriculture, and value added investments 
in mineral extraction. Uganda is also hoping to 
lure additional investors with several industrial 
parks under development in Uganda’s largest 
urban centres including Jinja, Kasese, Mbarara, 
Mbale, Gulu and Soroti. Investors in priority 
sectors can get a 49year lease in an industrial 
park on the outskirts of Kampala without paying 
the usual $80,000 lease fee. The Namanve 
industrial park on the outskirts of Kampala has 
several large international companies already 
operating divided into four main industrial 
clusters: Food processing, light industry and 
services, heavy industry, and another for SMEs.  

On regional integration, Uganda will bene  t 
Ease of doing business through improved 

customs clearance procedures, enhancing 
service provision at border points by introducing 
a 24 hour working system; offer fast clearing 
services especially for large trucks and reduce 
time taken for the veri  cation of documents; 
freedom of movement of goods by removing 
any border restrictions, accepting the use of 
one common EAC identi  cation document and 
ensuring the same standards for document 
veri  cation at all borders this will reduce time 
wastage. 

She appealed delegates to take advantage of 
incentives and exemptions that are provided in 
the tax laws in making investment decisions. 
This requires knowledge on available incentives 
and how you can invest in areas that can 
give a head start as far as tax incentives are 
concerned.

Remarks by Ziria Tibalwa Wako, director 
technical regulation (ERA)

Ziria gave an insight into regulating the power 
generation, transmission, distribution, sale, 
export & import of electrical energy in Uganda, 
and to guide the liberalization of the electricity 
industry, manage li-censing, rates, safety 
and other matters concerning the electricity 
industry. 

Uganda generation power capacity is 
852megawatts while the peak 520megawatts 
with a surplus of approximately 300megawatts 
which is an opportunity for new investors to 
take advantage and consume.

The future for the sector is promising with a 
distribution network standing at 2000 kilometres 
and expected to double in the next three years.

Uganda is no longer load shedding but due to 
aged distribution infrastructure the system is 
forced to interfere with transmission in order to 
maintain the grid. 
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On the Global Energy Transfer Feed in Tariff 
(GETFiT) Programme she added that it is a 
top-up mechanism to help stabilize Ugandan 
power sector  nances by adding least-cost Re-
newable Energy generation capacity and help to 
decentralize and diversify of Uganda’s energy 
mix, thus enhancing security of supply and 
make investment in small renewables and that 
is hydro, ba-gasse, biomass and make them 
 nancially attractive.  

She stressed that investment opportunities 
largely lies in the off grid rural based 
electri  cation projects, generation and 
transmission and distribution segments. The 
national grid access is at 20% with the 80% 
of the 35million Ugandans still struggling using 
biomass as the source of energy and this pose 
great opportunities. 

The government is running another tender 
speci  cally for solar and investors are needed 
to take advantage of bankable power purchase 
and sales agreements.

His Imperial Majesty Emperor Chris Baywood Ibe, 
President/CEO  Baywood Continental Limited

In his remarks, Mr. Chris Baywood Ibe, 
President/CEO  Baywood Continental Limited 
in Lagos, Nigeria emphasized promoting the 
importance of Africa trading with one another 
as the way to unlocking Africa’s trade potential.

He gave an example where 69% of European 
countries trade with one another, Asian countries 
53%, US/Canada 49% and Africa 16% with is 
a mismatch which shows a big potential within 
Africa. 

He added that Africa needs to derive maximum 
value from the potentials existing in their 
continent. 

He added that Uganda ought to discourage 
importation of fully built equipment/ machines 
or fully  nished goods into Uganda and 
encourage some in-country value addition 
to the equipment, machine and goods before 
deployment for use in Uganda. Finally he 
stressed the need to relax Work Permit for 
Africans and Establish attractive tax regimes 
for African businesses in Uganda and ensure 
western world quality goods are  manufactured 
in Uganda.

Remarks by Dennis B. Aguma, President of 
Kingston Entrepreneurs (Kingston University) 

The convention aims to nurture young people in 
the Diaspora’s engagement with their country 
of origin, and it was delighted that Denis 
Baguma, president of Kingston Entrepreneurs 
at Kingston University accepted the invitation 
to address to his experiences, and that of the 
young entrepreneurs he represents. Mr Baguma 
is to introduce a new initiative to make a 
contribution to the chronic skills gap in Uganda. 

The Student Enterprise Initiative (SEI) will 
aim to in  uence the creation of sustainable 
businesses and management skills, forging 
links with universities and other educational 
and training institutions. 

Remarks by Ian Harrison, the Regional Director, 
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) 

One of the convention’s main objectives is of 
course to encourage Ugandans in the Diaspora to 
establish businesses in Uganda. The convention 
heard a presentation from Ian Harrison, regional 
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director for UK Trade and Investment (UKTI), 
during which he talked about how Ugandans can 
contribute to the £200million annual bilateral 
trade between Uganda and the UK. 
With a fully liberalized economy and so many 
opportunities for investment in almost every 
sector, he expected this  gure to increase 
signi  cantly, and the Diaspora was well placed 
to tap into these opportunities.

He said that Uganda has a few factors that 
appeal to UK; fully liberalised economy, all 
sectors liberalised for investment, 100% foreign 
ownership permitted, member of COMESA, 
a strong national resource base (rainfall, 
good favorable climate, unexploited mineral 
deposits), tourism opportunity, oil and gas, 
trainable labour, a committed government to 
the private sector and security of investment. 

He further said that all these factors are 
indication that there is growing and sustainable 
opportunities in Uganda for UK companies to be 
competetive. He pointed out a few challenges 
including poor transport infruststructure to 
get goods around, cost of energy, product 
couterfeiting and lack of direct freight from the 
UK. 

Remarks by Nuradin Osman, Director of 
Operations, Africa and Middle East at AGCO 

Nuradin Osman, Director of Operations, Africa 
and Middle East, for AGCO talked about 
the company’s investment in commercial 
agriculture, including plans to set up a state of 
the art mechanised learning centre, the  rst of 
its kind in Africa.

He talked of challenges on increasing usage of 
tractors per acreage to boost mechanisation in 
Africa.  He cited that in USA, 25 tractors are 
used per 1000HA while 1 is used in Africa. 
Other challenges include: Africa has the land, 
but farm technology levels are very low, under-
investment in farm equipment, yields well below 
Western levels and market remains challenged 
due to credit constraints.

Also, he emphasized the importance of 
attracting youth to agriculture. He reported that 
less than 2% of graduate in Africa are registered 
in agriculture and these are the future of Africa. 

He concluded by disclosing that AGCO is 
developing a package for small scale farmers. 
A competitively priced mechanization package 
combined with strong brands, partnerships, 
education and distribution in all African markets 
is a game changer and these will include; 
trailer/ box, planter, disc harrow, disc plough, 
sub-soiler and a tractor for under $20,000.

In addition, he con  rmed AGCO’s commitment 
in investing in Uganda and that AGCO, with 
partners, are planning to establish a vertically 
integrated poultry production which will soon 
be a reality.

Remarks by Hon. Cecilia Ogwal, 
the Opposition Chief Whip

The convention was delighted to have 
presentations from Ugandan Parliamentarians, 
among them the Honourable Celia Ogwal. 
Speaking from experience as a farmer herself, 
she emphasized the importance of agriculture to 
Uganda, noting that 26% of the country’s GDP 
is from agriculture, with 66% of the workforce 
in the sector. She expressed strong concerns 
about the rush towards genetically modi  ed 
crops, saying that much more research needed 
to be done before it could be determined whether 
there weren’t better alternatives. Her remarks 
were supported by the Honourable Wafula 
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Oguttu, who also stressted the importance of the 
agricultural sector to Uganda. The convention 
also heard from the expert analysis of the 
High Commissioner, Professor Joyce Kakifunda, 
whose  eld of study was agriculture. The 
professor addressed the challenges of  ghting 
malnutrition in the country.

Remarks by Dr Frank Sebbowa, Executive 
Director of Uganda Investment Authority

Dr Frank Sebbowa, Executive Director of 
Uganda Investment Authority assured potential 
investors of the availability of asset leasing. He 
talked of the need for Ugandans to move away 
from subsistence farming, and to improve land 
management skills, in order to compete with the 
rest of the world. He referred everyone to a DVD 
compedium of the more than 300 agricultural 
projects in which the Diaspora could invest.

Diaspore engagement session

Onyekachi Wambu, director of African 
Foundation For Development (AFFORD), 
conducted a panel discussion on the importance 
of Diaspore engagement with development in 
their country of origin. In the last twenty years 
since a group of young Diaspora Africans in the 
UK came together to establish the organisation, 
every multilateral organisation from the World 
Bank, the AfDB, IMF and others now recognition 
the crucial role that the Diaspora play in the 
development of their country of origin. We know 
now for instance that the Diaspora remittances 
to Africa are far greater than foreign aid to the 
continent. From its of  ces in London, AFFORD 

now campaigns for Diaspora engagement at 
government, European Union and UN levels.

The question of dual nationality for Ugandans 
inevitably had a lot of interest within the 
convention. Among the issues of concern, 
was the high fees demanded for registration 
for a passport. It was also felt by many that 
there ought to be preferential treatment for 
members of the Diaspora who wish to invest 
back in Uganda. At the moment they are 
treated no differently from any foreign investor. 
Speakers noted that any incentives to the 
Diaspora would increase inward investment 
considerably, pro  ting not only members of 
the Diaspora themselves, but, the nation as a 
whole, through increased economic activity.

To the delight of many at the convention, Dr 
Francis Apetit noted that he saw no reason why 
the issue of dual citizenship which had after all 
been passed by Parliament, still had teething 
problems. He undertook to table questions in 
Parliament to ensure that all issues relating to 
dual citizenship were resolved without further 
delay. 

As always, the convention provided great 
opportunities for networking, and the fostering 
of unity among Ugandans. 
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Closing remarks by 
Ambassador Mirjam Blaak Sow, 
Head of Mission, Uganda Embassy Brussels
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Message from The Rt Hon Priti Patel MP, UK 
Government Minister for Employment, The 
Prime Minister’s UK-India Diaspora Champion

The Ugandan business community in the United 
Kingdom have long made a positive contribution to 
our society and economy. The  fth annual Uganda 
Convention is a fantastic opportunity to bring 
together business leaders, experts and professionals 
from across the UK and internationally.

The visions of this event can help to strengthen the 
British economy through international trade and 
development, identifying new export opportunities 
and developing cooperation between Britain and 
Uganda. The promotion and exchange of information 
is an invaluable tool for businesses of all sizes, across 
all sectors.

Throughout all walks of life and in all professions 
Ugandans have established themselves and in the 
years ahead we can look forward to seeing more 
Ugandans contributing to all areas of business and 
innovation. 

Through my role as the Prime Minister’s UK India 
Diaspora Champion, I understand the importance of a 
forum which brings diaspora together and harnesses 
the opportunities available. The Uganda Diaspora 
possess a fantastic opportunity to strengthen 
investment in Uganda and promote the bene  ts 
of the diaspora community to the next generation 
of entrepreneurs. There is a wealth of investment 
opportunity available throughout the United Kingdom 
and across Europe.

I applaud the long-term aims of this forum. This 
Government and this country welcomes the Ugandan 
community’s contributions to Britain and I would like 
to pass my best wishes to everyone who attended 
this year’s Uganda Convention and wish you all 
every success.

Rt Hon Priti Patel MP
Member of Parliament for Witham
Minister of State for Employment
House of Commons
London, SW1A 0AA
Web:- www.pritipatelmp.com

Her Royal Highness the Nnabagereka's gratitude 

A great platform
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Well done!
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% OF COMPANY   SECTORS
REPRESENTED   AT   THE   CONVENTION   IN   2015
12% CORPORATES & TRADERS
3%  BANKS & FINANCIERS
7%   NON-BANK-Investors FINANCIERS
64%  Diasporas | Professionals
14%  GOVT ORGS & PUBLIC BODIES
1%  MEDIA
6%  MULTILATERALs organisations
6%  Business associations
7%  Charities and Voluntary organisations
4% Private Equity/VC
5% Consultancies
4% Uganda Asians
6% CEO’s & Business leaders
1% Career & Recruitment Agents
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The convention identi  ed the following key issues emerging from presentations and participates.

During the course of the day, participants and speakers deliberated on a lot of issues pertaining to 
policies, investmemt and challenges that would unfold the potential of Uganda if addressed.

Some of the issues that were pertinent were:

1. Articulate policies to stop, in the long term, exporting 
natural resources in their raw state and create an 
action-plan  to stop the in  ow of poor standard 
goods into the country. Discourage importation of 
fully built equipment / machines or fully  nished 
goods into Uganda and ensure Western world 
quality goods are manufactured in Uganda.

2. Encourage the development of requisite Ugandan 
manpower through targeted training; focus 
on training Ugandan youths as the bedrock of 
sustainable future development of the country.

3. Relax Work Permit for Africans and establish 
attractive tax regimes for African businesses in 
Uganda and market existing Ugandan business 
opportunities to established business people in 
other African countries.

4. The UK has the largest number of Ugandan Diaspora 
in Europe. Diasporas should be encouraged to get 
more involved in business in Uganda while keeping 
their foothold and connection in the UK.

5. It is mandatory on the Government and private 
investors to reward the resilience of Ugandan 
women by putting women at the centre of policy 
and investment decision making.

6. Improving access to maternal healthcare; reducing 
infant and child illness and mortality through better 
access to vaccines and primary healthcare.

7. There is a need to reduce the dominance of banks to 
about 50% and promote the non-bank segment of 
the  nancial system such as insurance, unit trusts 
and pension schemes as a way to diversi  cation of 
 nancial products.

8. Attracting additional investors to establish 
businesses in several industrial parks under 
development in Uganda’s largest urban centres 
including Jinja, Kasese, Mbarara, Mbale, Gulu and 
Soroti.

9. Investors should take advantage of incentives and 
exemptions that are provided in the tax laws in 
making investment decisions.

10. Investors should take advantage and invest in the 
under-developed power transmission infrastructure 
and other off grid rural based electri  cation projects, 
generation and transmission and distribution 
segments. The national grid access is at 20%, with 
80% of 35million Ugandans still struggling using 
biomass as the source of energy, a situation which 
offers great opportunities.

11. There is a need to mechanize agriculture as the 
critical ingredient to raise agricultural productivity 
in Uganda. Mitigate challenges like inadequate 
access to and use of improved seeds and the 
right blends of fertilizers; the need for favorable 
trade and land policies; quality post-harvest 
management solutions and functional markets for 

FORUM OUTPUT
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harvested crops. Graduates should be encouraged 
to study courses in agriculture to  ll the mismatch 
gap. Only 2% of Africans study agriculture (where 
70% of Africa’s economy is based on agriculture), 
this is therefore a huge mismatch which requires 
immediate rati  cation. Agriculture education should 
be made compulsory in schools. 

12. Farmers should be supported to attain affordable 
credit facilities (single digits (0%) loans); provide 
subsidies to farmers so that they can afford 
mechanizing agriculture and block produce from 
outside to allow farmers to sell their products 
locally. 

13. There is a need to come up with a law on GM food 
and regulating importation and utilization of GM 
products in the open market. Uganda needs to 
follow the new trend in Europe of producing organic 
food,  nd a solution to make seeds more resistant 
to pests rather than modifying seeds genetically 
and invest in wide spread greenhouse agro-culture 
practices.

14. The government needs to intervene and help 
reduce the high cost of remitting money.

15. There is also a need to have a classi  cation system 
for the most pressing investment opportunities 
for the Diaspora and investment opportunities 
with the highest ROI, but needing minimal capital 
investment that Diasporans can afford, and also as 
a way to promote more FDI.  A new category and 
classi  cation system of Diaspora investors should 
be formulated. The threshold of capital needed 
to qualify should be reduced so that Diasporans 
not having the required capital to qualify as full 
investors can still tap into the incentives given to 
other investors.

16. According to Mr. Alenyo Marshall (senior 
immigration of  cer), Ugandans who have not taken 
out a dual citizenship certi  cate don’t have a right 
to own land under the mailo land and freehold 
arrangement. However, Diasporans who have lost 
their citizenship or if their spouse is not Ugandan, 
still want to have the right to buy land and property 
under freehold terms. Their request needs to be 
addressed in a professional manner at government 
level, and if need be, changes in legislation must 
be considered to accommodate them and a desk in 
the land’s registry of  ce dedicated to Diaspora land 
issues needs to be established to mitigate the risks 
Diasporans face of losing their land to unscrupulous 
people, and to deal with the resulting problems 
of dishonest land dealings. This crucial step will 
promote more investment from the Diaspora in 
infrastructure and asset investments.

17. Brain drain and Diaspora human capital are of 
concern, not only in quantitative but also qualitative 
terms. The government should set up an incentive 
for all government organizations to quota allocated 

jobs vacancies to Diasporans. This is the way to 
encourage knowledge and skill transfer back home 
to mitigate the brain drain, which leaves gaps in 
the higher segments of the local labour market, 
causing shortages in sectors most important to the 
country’s socio-economic advancement. 

18. There is a need to curb the rising rate of 
malnutrition in Uganda which is classi  ed among 
the high malnutrition burden countries in the world. 
Over 7% of adolescents are overweight and over 
5% of adults are obese, bringing in a lot of disease 
implications which the health system in Uganda 
cannot handle. Some of the challenge is lack of 
multi-sectorial coordination, implementation, 
budget and  nancing and lack of supportive roles. 

19. Government to partner with legitimate cultural 
institutions to work towards achieving land tenure 
reform and also to ensure that women have 
security of tenure in the land that they occupy in 
their own rights and not simply as the daughters, 
wives or mothers of a man; the right to buy, inherit 
and bequeath registered titled land; and the right 
to equitably share in matrimonial property on the 
death of a spouse or upon divorce.

20. The government needs to recognise Diasporas and 
bestow them a fully-  edged ministry as amove to 
harness them as its biggest resource. 

21. Dual-citizenship fee needs to be abolished. There 
no reason why Ugandans in the Diaspora need to 
pay to become Ugandans. If Diasporans contribute 
more than 23% of the GDP, then they should be 
recognized by suspending the fee. Also the right 
to vote, the Diaspora wants to have access to the 
home country’s political decisions and to have their 
speci  c interests represented

22. The government needs to engage the Diaspora 
youth. If youth in the Diaspora are not engaged,  
the following two generations are unlikely to 
sustain remittance due to lack of connection to 
Uganda. Youth exchange programs should be 
promoted to raise awareness of issues facing the 
Ugandan youth, and how the UK youth can assist 
their Ugandan counterparts, and to learn from one 
another, especially on good values derived from 
both cultures. The government should support 
initiatives that acculturate nationalistic attitudes 
into the Ugandan Diaspora youth, so that they feel 
attached to Uganda. This will encourage the next 
generation to view Uganda as a mother country.

23. People tend to make investments usually in their 
region or locality of origin, where they still have 
family ties and are familiar with the local context. 
The government and investment authority should 
identify areas of investment speci  ed according 
to regions in order to promote linkages and, in 
particular, facilitate transfers and investments to 
the speci  c areas the Diasporans originate from.
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“Africa’s economic growth and emerging
consumer markets should continue to attract
rising numbers of investors to the continent”
Knight Frank, Africa Property Report 2014

Why Partner with us?
 An annual recognized event , attended by the top tier government 

o   cials, investors and industries in Uganda and UK.
 A professionally managed , well organised event with a year on year 

proven track record
 Explore new innovative ideas and opportunities to expand into new 

markets. 
 Quality content and knowledgeable speakers from all parts of the 

globe , as well as international funds sharing their views on Uganda 
(East Africa)

 Further exposure for your brand through various channels of media, 
print, online, television, outdoor billboards and radio

“IF YOU ARE COMMITTED TO

AN EAST AFRICAN GROWTH

STRATEGY, AS A DELEGATE

YOU WILL FIND VALUE

BY ATTENDING THIS HIGH

PROFILE EVENT”


